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1. Introduction
The concept of A-planar curves was based on theory of F -planar curves [8] and on the concept of geodesics. Given a
linear connection ∇ on a smooth manifold M , the unparameterized geodesics are characterized by the fact that ∇c˙ c˙ ∈ 〈c˙〉.
Given a linear connection ∇ and an aﬃnor F on a smooth manifold M , the F -planar curves are characterized by the
fact that ∇c˙ c˙ ∈ 〈c˙, F (c˙)〉. On the level of connections, ∇ and ∇¯ have the same geodesics if and only if they belong to the
same projective class, i.e. ∇¯ = ∇ ⊕ (ψ  E), where  is symmetric tensor product, E is the identity aﬃnor and ψ is a
covector. Moreover, ∇ and ∇¯ have the same F -planar curves if and only if they belong to the same F -projective class, i.e.
∇¯ = ∇ ⊕ (ψ  E)⊕ (ψ  F ). As a matter of fact, several well-known geometries are deﬁned in a similar way, depending not
on one aﬃnor, but on a vector subbundle of aﬃnors spanned by a few generators, including the identity. In this context,
there are various interesting and useful geometries, where A is an algebra like an almost quaternionic structure. Moreover,
quite often a class of connections intrinsic to the geometry provides the natural background for a more general theory.
Following the ideas from papers [8,7,3] we deﬁned A-planar curves by the equation ∇c˙ c˙ ∈ A(c˙) = {F (c˙)|F ∈ A} on a smooth
manifold M equipped with subbundle A ⊂ T ∗M ⊗ TM and it makes sense to talk about the class of connections with the
same A-planar curves.
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An almost complex structure on a manifold M is a tensor ﬁeld J : TM → TM satisfying the identity J2 = −E . An almost
hypercomplex structure [9,3] on 4n dimensional manifold M is a triple (I, J , K ) of almost complex structures I, J and K
satisfying the conditions
I2 = J2 = K 2 = −E, K = I J and I J + J I = 0.
An almost quaternionic geometry is a 3-rank subbundle Q ⊂ T ∗M ⊗ TM locally generated by the identity E and an
almost hypercomplex structure (I, J , K ). Now, it is easy to see that Q is an algebra, even more algebra with inversion.
A curve c : R→ M is called Q -planar with respect to a linear connection ∇ , if the equation ∇c˙ c˙ ∈ Q (c˙) = {A(c˙)|A ∈ Q }
holds. Having an almost quaternionic structure at hand, we can deﬁne Nijenhuis bracket I, J(X, Y ) = [I X, J Y ]− I[X, J Y ]−
J [I X, Y ] + [ J X, IY ] − J [X, IY ] − I[ J X, Y ] and using this we can formulate the classical result.
Theorem 2.1. (See [9].) For an almost hypercomplex structure (I, J , K ) there exists a unique linear connection
∇(I, J )X Y =
1
2
K
([I X, J Y ] − I[X, J Y ] − J [I X, Y ])+ 1
2
[X, Y ] (1)
preserving (I, J , K ), that is ∇(I, J ) I = ∇(I, J ) J = ∇(I, J)K = 0, whose torsion tensor equals T (I, J ) = 112 (I, I +  J , J + I J , I J).
The connection ∇(I, J ) is called Obata connection and their torsion vanishes if and only if (I, J , K ) is a hypercomplex.
Therefore, we can deﬁne a class of linear connections preserving Q (i.e. ∇X F ∈ Γ (Q ), for every vector ﬁeld X and
smooth section F ∈ Γ (Q )), which equals to the class
[∇]Q = ∇(I, J ) + Υ  E − (Υ ◦ I)  I − (Υ ◦ J )  J − (Υ ◦ K )  K , (2)
where Υ is a covector and (I, J , K = I J ) is a basis of Q , the connections ∇Q ∈ [∇]Q are called Oproiu connection. In
particular, by symmetry of the second part of (2), Oproiu connections have the same torsion T (I, J ) .
Corollary 2.2. (See [10].) For an almost quaternionic structure Q there exists a unique class of linear connections [∇]Q preserving Q
whose torsion tensor equals T (I, J ) , where (I, J , I J ) is a basis of Q .
Let M be a smooth manifold equipped with a quaternionic structure and a linear connection ∇ . A smooth curve
c :R→ M is told to be Q -planar with respect to ∇ if ∇c˙ c˙ belongs to A(c˙). It is easy to see that a curve c : R→ M is
Q -planar with respect to at least one connection ∇˜ ∈ [∇]Q on M if and only if c :R→ M is a geodesic of some connection
from [∇]Q . Moreover this happens if and only if c is Q -planar with respect to all connections from [∇]Q . Next, let ∇¯ be a
linear connection on M preserving Q , such that ∇ and ∇¯ have the same torsion. If any geodesic of ∇¯ is Q -planar for some
connection ∇˜ ∈ [∇]Q , then ∇¯ lies in the projective equivalence class [∇]Q . In fact, the geodesics of the Oproiu connections
[∇]Q play an important role in almost quaternionic geometry. This clearly demonstrates the main result of [4]:
Theorem 2.3. Let f : M → M ′ be a diffeomorphism between two almost quaternionic manifolds of dimension at least eight. Then f is a
homomorphism of the almost quaternionic structures if and only if it preserves the class of unparametrized geodesics of all connections
from [∇]Q on M and M ′ .
Remark 2.4. The classes of distinguished connections are an essential ingredient in the theory of parabolic geometries [1]. In
these geometries there is the distinguished class of the so called Weyl connections corresponding to all choices of reductions
of the parabolic structure group G to its reductive subgroup G0. Note that this class coincides with the class of connections
mentioned above for an almost quaternionic geometry and some other cases.
3. A-structures
Results from the last chapter lead to generalization of all structures based on aﬃnors [4]. Assume that we have given a
smooth manifold M , such that dim(M) =m. Let A be a smooth -dimensional ( <m) vector subbundle in T ∗M ⊗ TM , such
that the identity aﬃnor E = idTM restricted to TxM belongs to AxM ⊂ T ∗x M ⊗ TxM at each point x ∈ M . We say that M is
equipped with an -dimensional A-structure. A simple examples are an almost quaternionic structure, an almost complex
structure (A = 〈E, J 〉, J2 = −idTM ) and an almost para-complex structure (A = 〈E, J 〉, J2 = idTM ).
In the description of the class of connections discussed above, the planar curves play a central role. This has motivated
to study of family of curves and maps preserving these curves [4]:
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let M be a smooth manifold equipped with an A-structure and a linear connection ∇ . A smooth curve
c :R→ M is told to be A-planar if
∇c˙ c˙ ∈ A(c˙).
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manifold with a linear connection ∇¯ and B-structure. A diffeomorphism f : M → M¯ is called (A, B)-planar if each A-planar
curve c on M is mapped onto the B-planar curve fc on M .
Deﬁnition 3.3. Let (M, A) be a smooth manifold M equipped with an -dimensional A-structure. We say that A-structure
has generic rank  if for each x ∈ M the subset of vectors (X, Y ) ∈ TxM ⊕ TxM , such that the A-hulls Ax(X) and Ax(Y )
generate a vector subspace Ax(X) ⊕ Ax(Y ) of dimension 2 is open and dense.
In general it is not evident how to work with prescribed A-structures. In the important cases, however, having the
special property of generic rank l turns out to be a generic condition, which leads to several simpliﬁcations. We discuss a
few examples of this situation in more detail next.
Assume that we have given an almost complex structure [6] and ∇ be a linear connection preserving J (∇ J = 0), then
the class of connections [∇]A preserving J equals to the class
[∇]A = ∇ + Υ  E − (Υ ◦ J )  J , (3)
where Υ is any one form on M . And similarly
[∇]A = ∇ + Υ  E − (Υ ◦ I)  I − (Υ ◦ J )  J − (Υ ◦ K )  K , (4)
for and almost quaternionic structure [4] and
[∇]A = ∇ + Υ  E + (Υ ◦ P )  P , (5)
for an almost para-complex structure [5]. These geometries have a generic rank  and behave similarly as planar structures.
The key point here is that A is an algebra, not necessary with inversion. Motivated by these examples we study of generic
rank, where A is an algebra more precisely. We say that A-structure has weak generic rank  if for each x ∈ M the subset
of vectors X ∈ TxM , such that the A-hull Ax(X) generate a vector subspace of dimension  is open and dense. In particular,
if A is an algebra and A has weak generic rank , then the structure has generic rank  (2 < m). Now, choose a basis
{F1, . . . , F} of the vector space A, consider the element F = a1F1 + · · · + aF ∈ A and compute
F1F = b11F1 + · · · + b1 F,
...
FF = b1F1 + · · · + bF.
If there is X ∈ TxM such that F X = 0, then F1F X = · · · = FF X = 0 and the determinant∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
b11 · · · b1
... · · · ...
b1 · · · b
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= σ(a1, . . . ,a)
has to be zero. In our examples a simple commutation shows that
σ(a1,a2,a3,a4) = a41 + a42 + a43 + a44
for an almost quaternionic and
σ(a1,a2) = a21 + a22
for an almost complex and
σ(a1,a2) = a21 − a22 = (a1 − a2)(a1 + a2)
for an almost para-complex.
Lemma 3.4. Let X1, . . . , Xm be a basis of TxM, A = 〈F1, . . . , F〉 be an A-structure, where A is an algebra and 2 < m. If σ is a
determinant mentioned above, such that σ = 0 and there is X ∈ TxM such that dim(A(X)) =  then A-structure has a generic rank .
Proof. A-structures (where A is an algebra) do not have a generic rank  if and only if there is a vector X ∈ TxM , such that
for any vector Y ∈ TxM there is an aﬃnor GY , such that GY (X − Y ) = 0, for small  . Therefore, for any vector Y ∈ TxM
there is an aﬃnor GY such that
GY (X) = GY (Y ),
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HY , such that HY ( 1 X) = HY (Y ). In particular, there is an aﬃnor S such that S( 1 X) = S(Y + 1 X) and therefore, for any
Y ∈ TxM there is an aﬃnor SY such that SY (Y ) = 0, which is contradiction. 
Now one has to expect that in all these cases, the A-structure has a generic rank .
Deﬁnition 3.5. Let M be a smooth manifold equipped with an A-structure and ∇ be a linear connection, preserving A. We
deﬁne the class of connections preserving A:
[∇]A =
{
∇¯ = ∇ +
∑
i=1
(Υi  Fi)
∣∣∣∇X F ∈ Γ (A), F ∈ A, X ∈ TM
}
, (6)
where 〈F1, . . . , Fk〉 = A as a vector space and Υi are one forms on M .
Again, it is not evident how to work with prescribed the class [∇]A of any A-structure generally, but in the case of
A-structure with generic rank  and A is an algebra the situation becomes as simpler. We want to discuss the class [∇]A .
Let us assume that connection ∇ preserving A and that ∇¯ belongs to [∇]A . In fact, we are looking for one–forms Υi such
that
∑
i=1
F j(Υi  Fi)(X, Y ) +
∑
i=1
(Υi  Fi)(X, F jY ) ∈ Γ (A)
because (∇¯X F j)Y = F j(∇¯X Y ) + ∇¯X (F jY ), ∇X F j ∈ A(Y ) and ∇¯ ∈ [∇]A . Next we can directly derive a formula
∑
i=1
(
Υi(Y )F j Fi(X)
)+ ∑
i=1
(
Υi(F jY )Fi(X)
)= 0
because
∑
i=1(Υi(X)F j Fi(Y )) +
∑
i=1(Υi(F j X)Fi(Y )) ∈ A(Y ). Consider F j Fi =
∑
k=1 bsji Fs and assume that dim〈A(X), A(Y )〉
is equal to 2, next we compare the coeﬃcient of Fi(X) in the expression above to get
Υ1(Y )b
1
j1 + · · · + Υn(Y )b1jn + Υ1(F jY ) = 0,
...
Υ1(Y )b
n
j1 + · · · + Υn(Y )bnjn + Υn(F jY ) = 0.
Finally, we can solve equations above but the solution is not uniquely determined. In fact the freedom in the choice Υi on
A(Y ) is given by choice Υi(Y ) for any i = 1, . . . ,  and this freedom is suﬃcient to next computations.
4. A-planar maps
In this section, assume that (M, A, [∇]A) be an A-structure with generic rank , where A = 〈F1, . . . , F〉 is an algebra on
m-dimensional manifold M , where  < 2m equipped with the class of connections [∇]A preserving A.
Theorem 4.1. A curve c : R→ M is A-planar with respect to at least one connection ∇˜ ∈ [∇]A on M if and only if c : R→ M is a
geodesic of some connection from [∇]A . Moreover this happens if and only if c is A-planar with respect to all connections from [∇]A .
Proof. Let c : R→ M be a A-planar with respect ∇ . The curve c satisﬁes ∇c˙ c˙ ∈ A(c˙) and therefore if ∇¯ ∈ [∇]A then the
curve c satisﬁes
∇¯c˙ c˙ = ∇c˙ c˙ +
dim A∑
i=1
2Υ 1i (c˙)Fi(c˙).
Now a simple computation shows that
∇¯c˙ c˙ =
dim A∑
i=1
ξi F i(c˙) +
dim A∑
i=1
2Υ 1i (c˙)Fi(c˙),
∇¯c˙ c˙ =
dim A∑(
2Υ 1i (c˙) + ξi
)
Fi(c˙).i=1
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A-connection ∇¯ . The rest of proof is easy to see. 
Theorem 4.2. Let (M, A, [∇]A) be an A-structure equipped with the class of connections [∇]A preserving A. Let ∇¯ be a linear con-
nection on M preserving A, such that ∇ and ∇¯ have the same torsion. If any geodesic of ∇¯ is A-planar for any ∇˜ ∈ [∇]A , then ∇¯ lies
in the projective equivalence class [∇]A .
Proof. First, let us consider the difference tensor P (X, Y ) = ∇¯X Y − ∇X Y . Then one can see that its value in each tangent
space is symmetric in each tangent spaces because both connections share the same torsion. Since both ∇ and ∇¯ preserve A,
the difference tensor P preserves A and P is linear in the second variable. By symmetry it is thus bilinear. Consider X = c˙
and the deformation P (X, Y ) := ∇¯X X − ∇X X equals
Υ¯0(X)(X) +
∑
i=1
Υ¯i(X)Fi(X) =
∑
i=1
Υi(X)Fi(X)
because c is geodesic with respect to ∇ and A-planar with respect to ∇¯ . In this case we shall verify
P (X, Y ) = 1
2
(
P (X + Y , X + Y ) − P (X, X) − P (Y , Y ))
= 1
2
∑
i=1
(
Υi(X + Y )Fi(X + Y ) − Υi(X)Fi(X) − Υi(Y )Fi(Y )
)
= 1
2
∑
i=1
(
Υi(X)Fi(X) + Υi(Y )Fi(Y ) + Υi(X)Fi(Y ) + Υi(Y )Fi(X)
− Υi(X)Fi(X) − Υi(Y )Fi(Y )
)
=
∑
i=1
(
Υi(X)Fi(Y ) + Υi(Y )Fi(X)
)
by polarization. It is clear by construction that Υi(t X) = tΥi(X) for t ∈ R and that P (sX, tY ) = st P (X, Y ) for any s, t ∈ R.
Assume that dim〈A(X), A(Y )〉 is equal to 2, we compare the coeﬃcient of Fi(X) in the expansion of P (sX, tY ) = st P (X, Y )
as above to get
sΥi(sX + tY ) − sΥi = st
(
Υi(X + Y ) − Υi(X)
)
.
Dividing by s and putting t = 1 and taking the limit s → 0, we conclude that Υi(X + Y ) = Υi(X) + Υi(Y ). We have proved
that the form Υi is linear in X and
(X, Y ) →
∑
i=1
Υi(X)  Fi(Y )
is symmetric A preserving bilinear map which agrees with P (X, Y ) if both arguments coincide, it always agrees with P by
polarization and ∇¯ lies in the equivalence class [∇]A . 
Theorem4.3. (See [4].) Let (M, A, [∇]A), (M ′, A, [∇]A) be smoothmanifolds of dimensionm, A-structure of the generic rank  2m,
equipped with class of connections [∇]A preserving A and satisﬁes the property
∀X ∈ TxM, ∀F ∈ A,∃cX | c˙ X = X, ∇c˙ X c˙ X = β(X)F (X), (7)
where β(X) = 0. Then a diffeomorphism f : M → M ′ is a morphism of A-structures if and only if it preserves the class of un-
parametrized geodesics of all connections [∇]A on M and M ′ .
5. Distributions
In papers [11,12] Walker discuss that for any system of distributions there exists an aﬃne connection with respect to
which the distributions are parallel and which is symmetric if the system is integrable. The summarizing of Walker’s work
is included in paper [13]. If D, D¯ form a complete system of distributions (i.e. they are disjoint and D + D¯ = TM) than there
are associate with them two aﬃnors P , P¯ such that
P2 = P , P¯2 = P¯ , P P¯ = P¯ P = 0 and P + P¯ = E,
where rank P = r and rank P¯ = r¯.
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satisfy the properties
P2i = Pi, Pi P j = 0 for i = j, and
∑
i
P i = E.
Considering the element P = a1P1 + · · · + an Pn ∈ A, the determinant mentioned above is following∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
a1 0 · · · 0
0 a2 · · · 0
...
... · · · ...
0 0 · · · 0 ann
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= a1a2 . . .an
and therefore 〈P1, . . . , Pn〉 has a generic rank n by Lemma 3.4. Let ∇(Γ ijk) be a symmetric connection over M then the
connection ∇¯
Γ¯ ijk = Γ ijk − P pk ∇ j P ij − P pj ∇k P ip + P pk Pqj∇q P ip
makes D parallel [13] and we can deﬁne a class of linear connections preserving A by Deﬁnition 3.5:
[∇]A = ∇¯ +
n∑
i=1
(Υi  Pi), (8)
where Υi are one forms on M , such that Υi(Pi X) = PiΥi(X) for any i.
Theorem 5.1. Let f : M → M ′ be a diffeomorphism between two manifolds M, M¯ of dimension m equipped with complete system
Di, D¯i , i = 1, . . . ,  of distributions with associate aﬃnors Pi, P¯ i , where 2m. Then f is a distributions preserving homomorphism
if and only if it preserves the class of unparametrized geodesics of all connections from [∇]A on M and M ′ .
Proof. We only have to prove that
∀X ∈ TxM, ∀F ∈ A,∃cX | c˙ X = X, ∇c˙ X c˙ X = β(X)F (X), (9)
where β(X) = 0 to complete the proof by Theorem 4.3. Consider the aﬃnor F =∑ni=1 ai P i and the vector X ∈ TM . First, we
solve the system of equations:
2Υ1(X)P1(X) + · · · + 2Υn(X)Pn(X) = a1P1(X) + · · · + an Pn(X)
with respect to Υi , such that Υi(Pi X) = PiΥi(X). In fact, we solve the system of equations 2Υi(X) = ai , 2Υ1(Pi X) = ai which
have a solution and second we deﬁne a new connection ∇¯ , where ∇¯c˙ c˙ = ∇c˙ c˙ +∑k=ni=1 (Υi(c˙)  Pi(c˙)) = F (c˙)c˙. 
6. Triple structures
We will brieﬂy outline the set of examples presented in the paper [2] and show how Lemma 3.4 can by used to describe
generic rank eight.
Deﬁnition 6.1. Let M be a smooth manifold such that dim(M) = 4m. Let (I, J , K ) be aﬃnors in T ∗M ⊗ TM , such that
I2 = ±idTM , J2 = ±idTM , I J = ± J I . We say that M is equipped by a triple structure (I, J , K ). There are four possible triple
structures:
• An almost biparacomplex structure: I2 = idTM , J2 = idTM , I J = − J I .
• An almost hyperproduct structure: I2 = idTM , J2 = idTM , I J = J I .
• An almost bicomplex structure: I2 = −idTM , J2 = −idTM , I J = J I .
• An almost hypercomplex structure: I2 = −idTM , J2 = −idTM , I J = − J I .
In these examples a simple commutation shows that
σ(a1,a2,a3,a4) =
(
a21 + a22 − a23 − a24
)(−a21 + a22 + a23 + a24)
for a biparacomplex structure, and
σ(a1,a2,a3,a4) = (a1 + a4 + a2 + a3)(a1 + a4 − a2 − a3)(−a1 + a4 − a2 + a3)(−a1 + a4 + a2 − a3)
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σ(a1,a2,a3,a4) =
(
a21 + a22 + a23 + a24 + 2a1a4 − 2a2a3
)(
a21 + a22 + a23 + a24 − 2a1a4 + 2a2a3
)
= ((a1 + a4)2 + (a2 − a3)2)((a1 − a4)2 + (a2 + a3)2)
for an almost bicomplex, and
σ(a1,a2,a3,a4) = a41 + a42 + a43 + a44
for an almost hypercomplex. Therefore, one has to expect that in all these cases, the A-structure has a generic rank eight
because Lemma 3.4.
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